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Abstract— This paper presents a visual SLAM method for
temporary satellite dropout navigation, here applied on fixed-
wing aircraft. It is designed for flight altitudes beyond typical
stereo ranges, but within the range of distance measurement
sensors. The proposed visual SLAM method consists of a
common localization step with monocular camera resectioning,
and a mapping step which incorporates radar altimeter data
for absolute scale estimation. With that, there will be no scale
drift of the map and the estimated flight path. The method
does not require simplifications like known landmarks and it
is thus suitable for unknown and nearly arbitrary terrain.
The method is tested with sensor datasets from a manned
Cessna 172 aircraft. With 5% absolute scale error from radar
measurements causing approximately 2-6% accumulation error
over the flown distance, stable positioning is achieved over
several minutes of flight time. The main limitations are flight
altitudes above the radar range of 750 m where the monocular
method will suffer from scale drift, and, depending on the flight
speed, flights below 50 m where image processing gets difficult
with a downwards-looking camera due to the high optical flow
rates and the low image overlap.
I. INTRODUCTION
Within aircraft automation research, navigation which can
tolerate satellite signal dropouts has gained importance over
the past years. Typical scenarios are flights with automated,
especially unmanned aircraft where satellite navigation is
potentially disturbed, inaccurate or temporarily unavailable.
Within this domain, visual or visually-aided inertial naviga-
tion techniques are under development, allowing a compensa-
tion of satellite failures and inertial drift. The latter becomes
important when low-cost or lightweight inertial systems are
used. Beyond that, satellite-free (e.g. indoor) navigation is
an additional use case for the smaller vehicles.
While many research on visual aircraft navigation is
achieved with rotorcraft and often for indoor scenarios, the
domain of this paper is outdoor navigation suitable for fixed-
wing aircraft. The generic scenario is an outdoor flight
with an emergency case which requires an early landing.
If there is a satellite navigation dropout over the descent,
alternative positioning shall be provided by vision and radar
sensing. This means to enable vision-aided navigation for
the typical altitudes and flight speeds, and also for a descent
flight. Especially at very low altitudes, there will be some
difficulties as discussed later.
The presented method is tested with data recorded on
flights with a manned fixed-wing airplane (Fig. 1, see sec-
tion V for details), however the technologies are also devel-
oped to improve the capabilities of unmanned aircraft. Since
some typical flight parameters like altitudes and velocities
differ from small unmanned aircraft, an adaptation to other
vehicles must consider this by design.
Fig. 1. ARCAA’s Cessna 172 Airborne Systems Laboratory with external
camera mounting [1].
The upcoming sections of this paper are organized as
follows: Section II introduces some related work as well as
general principles and challenges within visual navigation.
Section III discusses specific issues that appear on fixed-
wing aircraft, assuming that a downward-looking camera is
the substantial environment sensor for navigation. This is
especially to identify the flight limitations where visual nav-
igation is possible and useful. Section IV explains the visual
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithm
which combines a monocular camera and a radar altimeter.
Since not every detail of the algorithm is generally new, this
requires some knowledge about the basic principle; however
some literature hints will be given. Section V describes the
flight test data evaluation and presents the results how the
method performs in the case of a satellite signal dropout.
Finally, section VI concludes the presented ideas and gives
some ideas for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Beginning with some early ideas how a camera can
be used as a sensor for the positioning and navigation
of automatic aircraft [2], [3], [4], visual or vision-aided
positioning and navigation principles are widely understood
thanks to a large variety of research work. There is already a
long history, and surveys about unmanned aircraft navigation
[5] or general principles of this kind of robotic vision [6]
can give an extensive introduction to get familiar with the
fundamentals.
Regarding aerial vehicles, there are two main branches
where visual navigation is involved: On the one hand, full
visual or visual-inertial navigation is developed to enable
flights in satellite-denied environments (mostly small-scaled,
e.g. indoor). Such methods are often tested with small or
micro UAS such as quadrotors. For example, the work in [7]
uses a monocular camera to estimate homographies between
images, together with an altimeter to obtain absolute scales.
Stereo cameras are also a common sensor of choice (e.g. [8],
[9]). As described by [9], it might be sufficient to use the fast
monocular estimation for high-framerate updates, aided by
low-frequent stereo updates to remove scale drift. Other work
(above all, [10]) reduce errors with a very tight coupling
of camera and inertial data within a Kalman filter for state
estimation, which provides outstanding results in hovering
and vehicle stabilization.
On the other hand, flights in large-scale environments rely
on absolute positioning, and visual methods are implemented
to compensate for temporary satellite signal dropouts. How-
ever, the general principles are often similar. Since larger
helicopters or fixed-wing aircraft are mostly flown at higher
altitudes compared to MAVs, general solutions tend to be
monocular, e.g. the velocity, turn-rate and error estimation
presented in [11]. If an outdoor flight is at altitudes within
the range of absolute distance measurement, absolute scale
and position can be also obtained, and wider-baseline stereo
cameras [12], laser range finders [13] or other altimeters are
a considerable issue here. Beyond that, air pressure and air
speed measuring are remaining possibilities.
Although the principles of visual odometry, SLAM, state
estimation and visual closed-loop flight control are nowadays
widely understood and often denominated as being solved
from the theoretic perspective, research is still working
on improvements which can overcome for problems in
difficult scenarios and for applicability limitations. Typical
drawbacks of current algorithms are limitations to stationary
environments, flat areas, minimal or maximal flight altitudes,
unknown long-term stability and of course suffering from
bad visual conditions (e.g. at night). Additionally, range-
unlimited monocular vision does not always provide suf-
ficient results due to scale drift, and the additionally used
sensors come with their own disadvantages, especially range
limitations. With that, there is no best option for all kinds of
vehicles where visual navigation might be helpful.
III. CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF VISION-AIDED
NAVIGATION ON FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT
In unknown terrain without matchable landmarks, vision-
aided navigation refers to visual odometry or SLAM, which
generally includes multi-view triangulation from homolo-
gous image points. For a continuous camera sequence, this
means that succeeding images must overlap, and that optical
movements must be measurable. Within this section, it is
figured out when this is achievable with fixed-wing aircraft
flights. For that matter, an onboard camera is assumed to look
vertically down. This section also discusses the limitations
of other sensors such as an altimeter. Eventually, this results
in a kind of flight envelope where visual navigation becomes
possible. Due to some simplifications, the limitations derived
in this section are more or less rough, but this might be
useful to highlight the basic applicability of visual navigation
principles for a given vehicle or flight profile and, vice
versa, to configure the required sensor towards a specific
application.
A. Camera and Body Movements from Image Movements
Visual odometry or SLAM consists of homography cal-
culations between 2D images, or between 2D images and
a 3D map which was generated on previous 2D images.
In both cases, distinctive image points have to be matched,
which means to extract image features in one image and to
find points in another image which are projections of the
same true objects from a different viewpoint. The viewpoint
itself is changed by the vehicle motion. As an explanation,
Fig. 2 shows the expected image movements in a downward-
looking camera dependent on the degrees of freedom of the
vehicle motion.
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Fig. 2. Typical movement characteristics of optical features (optical flow)
when a downward-looking camera is used, dependent on vehicle translation
or rotation components. Due to similarities, a distinction between all six
degrees of freedom might be hard.
There is a variety of feature tracking or matching algo-
rithms to perform this optical flow determination (see e.g.
[6]). Independent of the effectively used method, distinctive
objects must be visible in multiple images, meaning that an
overlap between the images is essential. It is obvious that the
most critical part is the overlap between succeeding image
of a sequence which directly depends on the flight trajectory
and the camera’s frame rate and field of view (FOV). Another
critical part is the sharpness of the single images, which
is mainly reduced by motion blur, dependent on the flight
trajectory and the image exposure time.
The overlap between succeeding images is mainly influ-
enced by movements in x- or y-direction and by pitch or
roll rotations. For ease of use, let now the flight trajectory
be either a straight flight with constant speed over a planar
surface, or a curved flight with constant turn rate (one
dimension only). Then, overlap and motion blur do directly
depend on the velocity (for a specific altitude) or on the turn
rate as depicted in Fig. 3. Depending on the used camera,
there are upper limits for the velocity and turn rate which
might be critical for the used vehicle.
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Fig. 3. Motion blur and overlapping of images when the vehicle moves
or rotates. Legend: α: field of view, d: visible area size, h: altitude, r: turn
rate, v: velocity, t: time of image exposure or between two images.
Following the sketch in Fig. 3, vehicle movement lim-
itations can be estimated as follows: For the translational
motion, it is d = 2 tan α2 · h, the relative image difference
B is B = vmax · t/d (valid for 0 ≤ B ≤ 1 where overlap
exists). With that, it is
vmax = B · 2 tan α
2
/t · h. (1)
For a given tolerable image difference (e.g. B = 1− 0.9 =
0.1 for 90% overlap or B = 2/768 ≈ 0.0026 for 2 pixel
motion blur at 768 pixels image size), t can be inserted with
the time difference between frames or the exposure time,
resulting in a curve at which speed vmax the allowed image
motion is reached. For translational motion, this is linearly
dependent on the object distance, i.e. the flight altitude
above ground. This does especially mean that for an example
camera configuration with a field of view (FOV) of α = 35◦,
visual navigation recommends a flight altitude of at least 76
m at the minimal flight speed of 25 m/s. With regard to test
camera system of this paper (sec. V), this example uses the
vertical dimensions for image size and FOV since this is
presumably the main optical flow direction.
Rotational motion can be considered in an analogous way.
Here, the overlap (or image difference) B is considered as
an angle ratio, namely a relative part of the FOV angle α. It
is now
rmax = B · α/t. (2)
In contrast to the translational motion, rotation limits are
independent of the flight altitude. For the example camera
configuration, motion blur gives again the stronger limitation,
resulting in rmax = 18.2◦/s for pitch and roll rate limitations.
For an often used horizontal, down-tilted camera alignment,
the horizontal FOV (and image dimension) is best used to
estimate roll limits, while the vertical FOV is used for pitch
limits.
B. Critical Limitations for Fixed-Wing Aircraft
From the considerations above, speed and turn rate lim-
itations exist for any kind of visual navigation. While this
is not very critical for vertical take-off and landing aircraft
(e.g. helicopters) where high speed and high dynamic turn
maneuvers might be avoided, fixed-wing aircraft cannot use
visual navigation if the optical motion is already too high
at the minimal (stall) speed limit. As derived from eq. 1
and visualized in Fig. 4, this is the case for the translational
motion at low altitudes, i.e. it should be avoided to use visual
navigation below this limit. In practice, this means that visual
navigation will not work at low altitudes and during take-
off and landing with a downwards-looking camera. Since
the limits scale linearly with camera frame rate or image
exposure time, limits might be weakened with improved
camera systems, but not removed at all. However, a camera
system can be designed to fit with speed, altitude and turn
rate requirements of an aircraft or a specific application.
Additional limitations arise from other sensors if they are
required for the visual navigation. For the application of this
paper, the use of ranging sensors limits the (maximal) flight
altitude for scale drift-free navigation. Since there is already
a lower altitude limit due to the minimal flight speed, short-
range distance sensors such as typical stereo cameras, time of
flight cameras or sonar sensors are not suitable for fixed-wing
aircraft navigation. There might be an exception for stereo
with larger baselines. For example, the work in [12] shows
successful stereo navigation at altitudes up to 100 m with
a 70 cm stereo baseline setup. However, a stereo baseline
is limited to the vehicle size so that stereo range extensions
are still constricted. For flights at higher altitudes, long-range
sensors such as lasers are a better choice, see e.g. [14] for a
spacecraft simulation where visual navigation is achieved at
20 km above ground. In this paper, a radar altimeter is used,
with an approximate range of 750 m. With all the sensor and
aircraft limits, the visual navigation should be working best
within the velocity and altitude limits shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Rough limitations for the vision-aided navigation using the sensor
configuration as described above. The aircraft speed range is approximately
between 25 m/s and 70 m/s, neglecting wind and other atmospheric
influences. The gray region marks the valid area where the presented method
should work best. Outside this area, there will be some drawbacks.
IV. MONOCULAR SLAM WITH ALTIMETER HINTS
This section is about the positioning algorithm based on
environmental sensing to be used as an alternative to satellite
navigation, e.g. in the case of signal dropouts. As mentioned,
this is related to visual SLAM, and the implementation
used here is generally based on the algorithm described
in [15] for the use with helicopters and at low speeds
and altitudes. Since this paper describes an adaptation, this
section first explains the general principle, followed by the
new extension.
A. The General SLAM Method
As commonly known, visual SLAM requires image move-
ments as an input, and it consists of a localization and a
mapping step. The general principle is the following:
1) Optical flow input: Input image movement is described
by corresponding 2D points which are distinctive image fea-
tures gained with a feature tracking or matching algorithm. In
the presented case, a fast Lucas-Kanade tracker [16] is used,
but other implementations can be used here as well. Image
feature uncertainties are modeled according to the description
in [14], i.e. with covariance matrices which increase over the
tracking time. Matches between 2D image features and 3D
map objects are automatically available from triangulation
where the feature’s unique identifiers are copied to the 3D
map objects.
2) Localization: This is done by 2D-3D point correspon-
dences together with their uncertainty. This is performed
by the monocular camera resectioning method from [15]
based on a current image with 2D point identifiers and their
corresponding 3D objects denoted as the map. Localization
is done by feature reprojection error minimization for each
new camera image, and it returns a 3D position together with
its uncertainty covariance matrix. This can be an input for a
filtering algorithm (e.g. EKF) for state estimation. As already
visualized by Fig. 2, there will be ambiguities between x-
motion and pitch rotation, and between y-motion and roll
rotation. Since pitch and roll rates are available from inertial
data, they do not need to be optimized here. The translational
degrees of freedom are distinguishable from the images.
3) Mapping: 3D object point mapping is generally done
by monocular triangulation using multiple camera poses
known from the state estimator (i.e. which uses satellite
navigation or vision-aided localization) and a set of 2D point
correspondences from these images. Mapping can be done
with lower frame rate, which means by using only salient
key frames with significant changes of the camera view
point. The mapping algorithm is generally based on known
multi-view triangulation, which will be described later in
sec. IV-C together with the new ideas of including altimeter
measurements to reduce errors. The mapping procedure
returns 3D object points including covariance matrix.
As the cited mapping works best with a stereo camera
which is limited to be used at lower flight altitudes, some
adaptations are made to enable radar (or other) altimeter use
together with a monocular camera. This is described in the
following subsections.
B. General Notations
Table I gives an overview about the used symbols for
coordinate systems, image and object points, and the trans-
formations used in the equations throughout this section. The
used coordinate systems are right-handed as illustrated in
Fig. 5. Here, camera-fixed, flight carrier-fixed, and geodetic
coordinates are used, being indexed to coordinates or trans-
formation parameters. For the image projections, the geodetic
coordinate system is assumed to be locally Cartesian, how-
ever the axes follow the Earth’s curvature (North, East, Down
coordinates, with non-polar origin on the WGS84-ellipsoid).
Symbol Description
Index: c Cartesian camera-fixed coordinate frame
Index: f Cartesian Vehicle-fixed coordinate frame
Index: g North,East,Down Geodetic coordinate frame
p normalized 2D image point vector (u, v)>
za Altimeter range measurement
qa 3D point vector (xa, ya, za)> in coordinate system a
(without index: geodetic)
tba Translation vector from coordinate system a to b
(notated in frame a)
Rba, rba Rotation matrix resp. vector description from a to b
Σx Covariance matrix of vector x
Σ′x Σx with added camera (vehicle state) uncertainty
σx Standard deviation of scalar x
TABLE I
NOMENCLATURE USED WITHIN THE VISUAL SLAM EQUATIONS.
xg
yg
zg
za
xcyc
zc
xf
yf
zf
N
Fig. 5. Camera, altimeter, flight carrier, and geodetic coordinates.
For image projections, a calibrated camera and the planar
pinhole camera model is used. The image points refer to
a normalized image frame with the principal point p0 =
(0, 0)> and focal lengths fx = fy = 1. The projection of
3D objects qg to 2D image features p is denoted
λ
(
p
1
)
= Rcg(qg − tcg) (3)
with the geodetic camera position tcg = (x0, y0, z0)> and
rotation matrix Rcg . A camera pose [Rcg, tcg] is composed
by the camera alignment on the vehicle [Rcf , tcf ] and the
vehicle pose [Rfg, tfg] which is a part of the vehicle state.
For a constant (and calibrated) camera-to-vehicle alignment,
the pixel coordinate p is eventually returned by a function
dependent on the object point qg and the vehicle pose
[Rfg, tfg] which is relevant for the non-linear localization
optimization. In the following mapping description, it is
sufficient to consider the global camera pose as input, though.
C. Combining Multi-View Triangulation and Camera-Radar
Fusion
The main algorithmic contribution is the mapping part
within visual SLAM, based on monocular camera and al-
timeter data. Generally, monocular mapping can be solved
with common triangulation methods from multiple image
projections with known camera poses. The camera poses are
derived from the flight state estimation filter output, which
provides updated states for the given image time stamp. Filter
update information is given by satellite data at least within
an initialization phase, and in the case of a later dropout,
by the monocular localization as a part of SLAM. Within
monocular SLAM, the absolute scale of map and estimated
path is based on absolute metric information (e.g. camera
poses from satellite data before the dropout), and it becomes
corrupted along the flight if no corrections are done from
time to time. As presented later in the test and results section,
such increasing scale errors can significantly degrade the
positioning quality when it relies on a generated map. The
idea is now to include altimeter distance measurements as
depicted in Fig. 6, which means to add depth values to the
image points inside the altimeter’s field of view. This yields
3D point projections for every coherent image and altimeter
range, including pixel and range uncertainties.
2D image points only
2D image points and depth
camera FOV
radar FOV
Fig. 6. Flying with camera and radar altimeter. For image points inside the
radar’s field of view, absolute distances can be assigned so that the mapped
objects do not suffer from scale uncertainty.
For each 3D object, the mapping procedure consists of the
following steps:
1) 3D point estimation from multi-view triangulation from
different viewpoints: This approach is very common. From
n homologous image points pj with known viewpoints
(Rcg, tcg)j (j = 1, . . . , n), a 3D point qg is determined by
triangulation. This method uses an iterative L2 triangulation
method (see e.g. [17] for details and equation derivations).
Let ρij be row vectors with the i-th row of Rcg and tj =
tcg of the j-th frame. It is now
(ujρ3j − ρ1j) · (qg − tj) = 0,
(vjρ3j − ρ2j) · (qg − tj) = 0.
(4)
For n ≥ 2 correspondences pj from different key frames,
and beginning with the scale factors λ1 = . . . = λn = 1, the
resolution of the linear system
1
λ1
(u1ρ31 − ρ11)
1
λ1
(v1ρ31 − ρ21)
...
1
λn
(unρ3n−ρ1n)
1
λn
(vnρ3n−ρ2n)
· qg=

1
λ1
(u1ρ31 − ρ11)t1
1
λ1
(v1ρ31 − ρ21)t1
...
1
λn
(unρ3n−ρ1n)tn
1
λn
(vnρ3n−ρ2n)tn
 (5)
permits to estimate qg , which is usually done with singular
value decomposition methods. For refinement, the λj are
updated:
λ′j = ρ3j(qg − tj). (6)
With the new values for the λj , the triangulation is repeated
iteratively until
n∑
j=1
|λj − λ′j | <  (7)
indicates scale factor convergence. In a next step, the result-
ing estimation of qg can be further refined by non-linear
methods (e.g. Levenberg-Marquardt) that minimize over the
re-projection error of qg .
The uncertainty Σqg is formed by the projection deriva-
tives with respect to the point inputs. Let f : qg =
f(p1, . . . ,pm) denote the transformation function describing
the triangulation from above. Its Jacobian J is built, and the
uncertainty is now
Σ′qg =J
Σp1 . . . 02×2... . . . ...
02×2 . . . Σpn
J>+ 1
n
(
Σtj+‖qc‖2Σrj
)
. (8)
The latter addition term includes the camera pose uncertainty,
here by averaging over the n key frames. Rotational camera
uncertainty is linearly dependent on the object distance to
the camera ‖qc‖2. With the factor 1n , the effect of decreased
position noise influence with increasing n is taken into
account.
2) 3D point estimation from single image and altimeter
height: This estimation is only to be done for points within
both FOVs of camera and radar. At a first instance, the
following description makes a local flat-earth assumption,
which means that all ground points within the current
FOV are at the same geodetic height level. Inputs for the
camera-radar estimation are an image feature p and a time-
corresponding altimeter measurement za. Now, a 3D ground
object qg can be formed by the intersection between the
projection ray of the pixel and the altimeter-measured ground
plane (see later Fig. 7). Subsequently, Σqg is formed by the
pixel and range uncertainties.
From a pixel coordinate p, the direction of a projection
ray in geodetic coordinates can be formed by the vector pg
with
pg = R
>
cg ·
(
p
1
)
, (9)
which is just a rotation of the image point (remember focal
length f = 1). The z-component of pg shall be denoted zp,
and for downward-looking projection rays, it will be 0 <
zp ≤ 1 (others are not valid here).
Then, from a radar measurement za, which denotes the
distance between altimeter and ground plane, let z′a be the
consequential distance between camera and ground. There
will be usually only a small vertical distance between camera
and altimeter, whereby z′a = za will provide a fair approx-
imation with regard to the uncertainty of za. However, z′a
could be truly determined from za by the vehicle attitude
and the relative position between camera and radar.
Now, pg is scaled so that its z-component equals z′a. With
that, the re-projected 3D point is
qg =
z′a
zp
· pg + tcg. (10)
The uncertainty Σqg is derived by scaling the pixel
uncertainty Σp by the distance z′a/zp along the projection
ray, and by adding the uncertainty σza in z-direction. Rotated
to geodetic coordinates, it is
Σqg = R
>
cg
 1
z2p
(z′2a ·Σp) 00
0 0 σ2za
Rcg. (11)
Including vehicle uncertainty, it is
Σ′qg = Σqg + Σtbg + ‖qg − tcg‖2 ·Σrbg . (12)
3) Merging the 3D points to single map object: From
the both methods above, monocular and camera-radar object
estimations are co-existing at a first glance. To overcome this,
the 3D point estimations are fused in a way that advantages
from both methods can be taken. Fig. 7 shows the general
idea.
z'a
p
Σp
σza
Σqgi
qg0Σ'
qg avg  qg total  qg0
Σ'qgi
Fig. 7. Within camera-radar fusion, the intersection point qg is derived
from the projection ray and the length along the projection ray. From
multiple key frames, these 3D points are averaged and eventually fused
with the 3D point from multi-view triangulation.
The processing of n valid key frames returns one projected
point from multi-view triangulation, now denoted qg0, and a
number of m ≤ n cam-radar projected points, denoted qgj
(j = 1, . . . ,m). Ideally, it is m = n but the number may be
lower due to invalid or missing radar measurements.
Now, all the radar projections are averaged, which returns
a covariance matrix
Σ′qgavg =
(
1
m
·
m∑
i=1
Σ′qg
−1
i
)−1
(13)
and an average position
qgavg = Σ
′
qgavg
· 1
m
·
m∑
i=1
Σ′qg
−1
i
qgi. (14)
Then, the average radar-measured object [qgavg,Σ
′
qgavg
] is
fused (not averaged) with the multi-view triangulated object
[qg0,Σ
′
qg0
]. The result is a total covariance
Σ′qg total =
(
Σ′qg
−1
0
+ Σ′qg
−1
avg
)−1
(15)
and object position
qgtotal = Σ
′
qg total
·
(
Σ′qg
−1
0
qg0 + Σ
′
qg
−1
avg
qgavg
)
. (16)
This calculation of a map object [qgtotal,Σ
′
qg total
] from
images and radar altitudes considers both sensing characteris-
tics (i.e. measurement error) together with the uncertainties
of the vehicle positions. Within SLAM, a set of multiple
objects is updated with every new key frame according
to the above computation of a single object. It can now
be discussed whether previously existing object coordinates
shall be fused with the updated ones or not, but due to some
tests it turns out to be sufficient when existing map objects
are just overwritten with the new coordinates and covariance
matrices.
V. EXPERIMENTS WITH FLIGHT TEST DATA
A. Vehicle and Sensor Setup
Aerial image and sensor data is acquired with the Cessna
172 Autonomous Systems Laboratory (ASL) from the Aus-
tralian Research Centre for Aerospace Automation (AR-
CAA) [1]. The aircraft is modified to carry a range of sensors
and equipment and used for a variety of research activities,
including the development of technologies for future UAS
applications.
The vehicle is equipped with sensors described in Tab. II.
As standard, the ASL carries a flight control computer
capable of commanding the on-board autopilot and a com-
munication payload consisting of an ISM-band radiomodem,
a 3G cell modem and an Iridium modem. The position
and attitude truth is provided by a NovAtel SPAN, which
computes a tightly-coupled GPS/INS solution. For the im-
age and additional sensor data acquisition experiments, the
aircraft carries an additional data recording computer. The
camera is mounted at a certified boom at the side of the
aircraft (Fig. 8). Image recording is triggered by the INS
so that exactly corresponding flight state and image data
sets are available from the flight tests. For the altimeter, the
computer-generated time stamps of data recording are taken.
Contrary to the camera, high-precision synchronization to the
INS is not so critical due to the altimeter’s large FOV and
range uncertainty. Finally, the recorded data packages com-
prise images, flight state, and altimeter range information.
Navigation NovAtel SPAN GPS/INS
GPS NovAtel OEMV-3 GNSS
IMU iMAR FSAS (fiber-optical gyros)
Position acc. 1.2 m (RMS) in autonomous L1/L2 mode8
Attitude acc. 0.015◦ pitch, roll, 0.06◦ heading (1σ)
Update rate 100 Hz
Camera PointGrey Flea2, 4 mm lens
Resolution 1024 × 768 pixels
Field of view 45◦ × 35◦
Frame rate 15 Hz
Altimeter FreeFlight RA4500 Radar
Max. range 760 m, works best to approx. 650 m
Range error 5% (below 150 m: 3%) of distance
Field of view 30◦ × 20◦
Update rate 25 Hz
Visual SLAM Software from DLR-Inst. of Flight Systems
Feat. Tracker 15 Hz, 50 to 80 features per image
Feature error 0.25 pixels, + 0.05 pixels per tracking step
Localization every image
Mapping only keyframes, each after 10 m flight distance
TABLE II
FACTS ABOUT THE SENSING EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE SETTINGS.
Fig. 8. CAD model and photo of the camera mounting.
B. Experimental Setup
The flight experiments were performed in the Watts
Bridge Airfield area as well as around Redcliffe Aerodrome,
Queensland, Australia, as a part of ARCAA’s ResQu project
(see e.g. [18]). The overflown region covers a range of terrain
types including water, beach, forest, farmland, townships,
and also roads with moving cars. The landscape is nearly flat,
apart from few little hilly areas and ground height variations
Fig. 9. Onboard image examples.
from e.g. houses or trees. For tests, the aircraft was flown
distances of >30 km at altitudes up to 1500 m. Fig. 9 shows
some example aerial images.
The tests examine data sequence excerpts at the ending
phase of each flight from approximately 700 m (limited by
the altimeter range) down to landing. With that, the eval-
uation of visual navigation includes especially flights with
changing altitude, and it is able to discover a low altitude
limit for navigation with a downward-looking camera.
C. Evaluation of Data Sequences
With the data sets comprising flight state (including GPS-
based position), camera images, and radar height, the visual
SLAM software updates the the map for every new key frame
along the sequence. After a map initialization during the
first 200 images, a satellite dropout is simulated. From now
on, position updates are available only from visual SLAM
localization, giving an outlook to the navigation quality in
the case of a real dropout. For each sequence, two runs are
done: one with monocular vision only, and the other with
the combined vision and radar measurements. To valuate
the output, the GPS-based path is used as reference. The
following Figs. 10–15 show 2D plots of the path as well as
the height estimation over time.
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Fig. 10. Flight 1: Paths of tfg(y, x) from GPS/INS, monocular SLAM,
and camera-radar SLAM. Metric coordinates relative to the sequence start.
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Fig. 11. Flight 1: Height estimation from GPS/INS, monocular SLAM,
and camera-radar SLAM. Additionally: raw radar measurements.
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Fig. 12. Flight 2: Paths of tfg(y, x) from GPS/INS, monocular SLAM,
and camera-radar SLAM. Metric coordinates relative to the sequence start.
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Fig. 13. Flight 2: Height estimation from GPS/INS, monocular SLAM,
and camera-radar SLAM. Additionally: raw radar measurements.
As a result, the plots show the general shapes of the
visual path estimations (straight segments, straight curves),
and they correspond to the GPS paths. As expected, raw
monocular position estimation is influenced by scale errors,
and it is shown these scale errors can be removed by the
radar altimeter data. There are some differences between
the flights, especially that scale and accumulation errors are
comparatively low at the first flight. In the second and third
flight, raw monocular SLAM lost integrity while flying over
water (close to Redcliffe Aerodrome), presumably due to bad
feature tracking. It seems that visual-radar SLAM can still
work because it may require only a lower amount of long-
term feature tracking to achieve a suitable mapping quality.
However, flights over water, especially at low altitudes (here
it is around 200-300 m), can be a problem for visual methods.
In all tests, the visual-radar estimation also stopped later dur-
ing the final descent. Estimation convergence failed approx-
imately at altitudes below 50 m to the ground, visible in the
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Fig. 14. Flight 3: Paths of tfg(y, x) from GPS/INS, monocular SLAM,
and camera-radar SLAM. Metric coordinates relative to the sequence start.
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Fig. 15. Flight 3: Height estimation from GPS/INS, monocular SLAM,
and camera-radar SLAM. Additionally: raw radar measurements.
height plots when comparing to the radar measurements. This
corresponds to the expectation due to the increasing optical
flow while landing. At this point, the comparison between
GPS reference and visual-radar estimation is stopped, and
Tab. III lists the quantified errors. As a comparison for the
first flight test, the monocular estimation error is 773 m or
4.67% of the true (i.e. GPS) flight path length.
Beside the error accumulation in North and East direc-
tions, it shall be noticed that the height coordinate accumu-
lates error, too. Since the height error above ground is not
increasing due to altimeter data use, this means that the map
estimation in z-direction accumulates errors as it does in
Seq. Time Path length Pos. Err. Err. (%)
1 6:34 min 16.53 km 342 m 2.07%
2 14:16 min 43.01 km 2 648 m 6.16%
3 20:53 min 61.37 km 2 451 m 3.99%
TABLE III
ERRORS BETWEEN GPS/INS PATH AND CAMERA-RADAR VISUAL
SLAM AT THE END OF THE OBSERVED DATASET.
x- and y-directions. Absolute height errors are not removed
by algorithm design here, i.e. at it is often done by using
a flat earth assumption (if applicable) or by using a digital
elevation model. As an outlook, this can be easily removed
by using such models or by including e.g. barometric height
within localization. But also with this support, the errors in x-
and y-direction will remain in the same order of magnitude.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper is about visual navigation methods for fixed-
wing aircraft navigation. It is generally known that cameras
and image processing techniques can be used for motion and
position estimation, thus this paper discusses some difficul-
ties for the aspired application. As it is easy to understand,
the sought vehicle movement must be visible, and if not, it
cannot be derived from image sequences. There will be upper
limits for rotation and, linearly dependent on the altitude,
flight velocity, so the paper derives some rough limits for
the camera system. Together with a vehicle-dependent speed
range and limits for metric motion estimation from altitude
measuring, an overall applicability region is determined. For
fixed-wing aircraft, this does also highlight the difficulty of
visual navigation for landing or low-altitude flights.
Based on common visual SLAM strategies, this paper
describes a mapping algorithm which combines monocular
triangulation and radar altimeter measurements. Its real-time
capable output is an absolutely scaled object map with
can be used for further camera localization within SLAM.
Eventually, visual SLAM can now provide position updates,
e.g. to a flight state estimation filter. This allows to calculate
the flight path in the case of navigation satellite dropouts for
several minutes without scale drift (i.e. velocity error). With
regard to flight control, this should be suitable to guide and
to stabilize the aircraft. But as expected, absolute positioning
does still accumulate errors over the flight distance, and this
error is in the order of magnitude of the absolute range
measurement. With that, way point navigation over longer
distances is still critical.
In terms of future emergency landing scenarios, it should
be possible to navigate towards the final landing approach,
but it would not allow to hit a defined landing spot (e.g.
a runway) if it is not further detected. There might be
situations where the aircraft must land without infrastructure
(e.g. radio bearing), and in this case, visual landing site
detection methods may help. Naturally, this requires to see
the landing spot, which requires a (further) forward-looking
camera for fixed-wing aircraft. Fortunately, there are suitable
methods available from a lot of research within this field,
so this could be combined with visual navigation. At the
point where a landing site is detected, absolute positioning
becomes irrelevant. Henceforward, an automatic aircraft can
be guided down with the specific landing procedures.
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